• Thematic topics

  o World languages and cultures: the contact with other languages and cultures, mobility, the English language and the English-speaking world;
  o The technological world: technological innovation, social changes, exploring other worlds;
  o Global communication: the media, the internet, communication and ethics (privacy, intellectual property and cyber-crime);
  o Young people in the global era: values and behaviours, young people and the future, young people and trends;
  o Young people and consumerism: consumerism, advertising, consumer rights;
  o The world around us: the environment, bioethical issues, green living;
  o The world of work: career choices, getting a job, the changing world of work;
  o Citizenship and multiculturalism: Human Rights, freedom(s), equality, opportunities, volunteering;
  o Democracy in the global era; democracy, globalization, education, responsibility, change, the EC;
  o Cultures, arts and the society

• Grammatical topics

  o Verb tenses:
    ▪ present, past, future and conditional tenses (affirmative, negative and interrogative forms)
  o Questions
- yes/no questions,
- wh- and how questions,
- subject/object and Indirect questions
  - Active and passive voice
  - Modal verbs (ability and requests, obligation and necessity, probability, modals in the past)
  - Conditional clauses (type 0, type I, type II and type III)
  - Verbs followed by –ing or to+infinitive
  - Reported speech
  - Relative clauses
  - Comparatives and superlatives
  - Nouns, articles and pronouns:
    - Countable and uncountable nouns
    - Determiners
    - Articles
    - Possessives
    - Pronouns
  - Prepositions
    - Prepositions of time, space and movement
    - Adjective + preposition
    - Noun + preposition
  - Phrasal verbs
  - Linking words